
Brought to you by

The MAT  
Control Centre
Linking directly to Xero  
this portal enables users  
to have different access,  
authority and visibility rights.

for Education



What does it do?
Available for a low monthly subscription, this system  
can be included from the outset or added at anytime.  
It links directly to Xero and enables Head Teachers and/
or Business Directors/Managers to control and monitor 
budgets, purchase orders, and information access, 
from school to school and by individual employee.

With the MAT Control Centre your  
MAT Finance Functions could look like this...

Users within each Academy having specific authority and
access levels set and all Academy information being held
on one Xero Account controlled by the MAT. The addition
of the Outputs Module if chosen would provide the MAT
with fully customisable data and graphical reports.

Without the MAT Control Centre, your  
MAT Finance Functions may look like this...

Features and Benefits...
It provides a clear audit trail on all purchase orders and 
authorisations, school by school and employee by employee

Monitors value of purchase orders against 
budgets set and will flag overspends

School payments to common suppliers can be 
consolidated reducing bank charges

Allows analysis of purchases across the MAT schools 
supply chain to facilitate “group” price negotiations

Differing levels of access and rights can be 
applied centrally across the whole MAT

Parameters can also be set by any combination of School, 
Role, Approved Spend Limit, and Accounting Code 
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The ideal system for the MAT 
Head Teacher or Head of 
Finance to control access  
to supplier contacts, govern 
and audit the procurement 
process across the MAT.

Multiple sets of suppliers and bank accounts potentially  
incurring increased bank charges and much harder to  
spot opportunities to negotiate group buying discounts.



Propel your  
accounts into  
the cloud with  
a beautiful,  
simple solution. 
01432 276393 
thornewidgery.co.uk


